‘Tai Chi calms our mind and allows
us to see things in a less complicated
and more positive way. We think this
is quite incredible.’
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Issue Two
Welcome to our second printed newsletter!
We hope you love your newsletter, our aim is to build a community of
practitioners and share a practice with you that is both enjoyable and
relevant for your daily life. The classes you can access are now spread
across the South of England and steadily growing to be a community
of over 300. We now have graduates in Scotland, London, Hampshire,
Cheltenham and our 4th Instructor Course starts 20th April, so if you are
drawn towards this, it would not be too late to join.
We are delighted to say, our senior Instructor Luke Shepherd has
been invited to teach at Tai Chi Caledonia the Tai Chi Union’s gathering
in Stirling in July. With over 150 practitioners and 10 international
instructors it’s a really attractive proposition.
As this newsletter is for you, we would love to hear from you with stories
of inspiration that you would like to share with other members of our Tai
Chi Nation for the next one, due out this Summer.
With best wishes,
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Tai Chi Nation are a group of

Matthew Rochford
Director

to Tai Chi and Qigong. Our

teachers and students dedicated
common goal is to bring the
benefits of the arts to as many
as people as possible and to
do so with heartfelt inegrity.
Collectively, Tai Chi Nation offer
a range of workshops, classes and

Join us on Facebook and Twitter for a
chance to win an awesome Tai Chi prize!

courses that aim to inspire and
benefit people across the world.
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Stepping onto the Tai Chi circle:
A perpetual journey - by Helen Haywood

Helen Haywood graduated from

“I’m not going to tell you too much about

and other activities, be they work or

Tai Chi” and “at this stage, I suggest

play. Over the years I have practised in

you don’t read too much” were two of

varying amounts and sometimes done

the opening remarks at my introductory

nothing at all. I’ve often had a long battle

session to Tai Chi in the basement of a

with myself to overcome a feeling of

church in Kentish Town in 1996. I was

guilt when my practice sessions have

curious to know what was in store for

slipped. Now I try - with some success

me. Then I stood behind the teacher and

- to be accepting of myself if I cannot

followed his movements and immediately

find the time. I often only find just 5 or

I felt a connection. I had a sense that this

10 minutes, grabbed whilst I am doing

was the “beginning” of a journey.

something else (making breakfast or
dinner). Then I might concentrate on

My current teacher says we are all

one warm up exercise or just one of

teachers and all students. I think this is

the 5 Loosening Exercises. I practice

course in 2010, having started

true. We need our teachers to develop

wherever I find myself – often in the

Tai Chi in 1996. She studies

our technique and push us to expand our

kitchen, sometimes outdoors and

with Dave Wright (senior student

capabilities. Ultimately, the responsibility

sometimes “virtually” in my head as

of Patrick Kelly). She teaches

rests with us, the student, for our

I try to visual the movement! My

own development. Each of us has a

preferred place of practice is the flat

personal journey which we individually

roof of the apartment block where I live

control. As a student, our teachers can

and my preferred time is early in the

provide us with the tools to explore the

morning. There is a peaceful quality

internal aspects further, but the actual

about that time and place and one that

exploration lies within us. I like the idea

I can carry into my day.

the Tai Chi Nation Instructor

in London.
Helen studied with Michael
Spink from1996 until his passing
in 2006. During this period she
studied Tai Chi, Da Lu, San

that that no matter where we are in our

Shou, Tong Chi Kung, Ba Gua

Tai Chi journey, the common thread is

Wherever my journey takes me, I am

and Hsing-I. Helen continues to

that we are all teachers and students.

strong in the belief that I will always

meet regularly with a group of
Michael’s students.
Since 2009 Helen has also
worked with Matthew Rochford
and continues to attend TCN

practice Tai Chi. I have stepped onto the
I started to teach a beginners Tai Chi

Tai Chi circle and enjoy the never-ending

class three years ago and now run two

discovery.

weekly classes. It is still important to me,
as a Tai Chi teacher, to continue to train
myself. I feel that training keeps my mind
“open” and “fresh” and, although I don’t

workshops, which she finds

teach my students exactly what I learn,

an invaluable part of her

I do believe that my teaching benefits

personal practice.

from my experience as a student. Of
course, my students provide me with the

Originally from the North West
of England, Helen has lived in
London since 1986 and works
in the finance sector, based
in Canary Wharf. She finds
Tai Chi the perfect antidote to a

direction each class needs to take. I try
to tailor each session, to the best of my
ability, to those attending.
Personal practice is another part of
my perpetual tai chi circle and trying to

“I have stepped
onto the Tai Chi
circle and enjoy
the never-ending
discovery.”

get the balance right between practice

stressful environment.
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Tai Chi and Surfing: Part One - by Andrew Westgate

Energy flows. Everything is energy,

the front again, the turn in the waist,

the realm of a never ending journey

you, me, the paper this is printed on

the arms shifting the centre of gravity

of discovery about himself, the wave

the ground we walk on, the sun, the

searching out the still point and we

his dojo in which no matter how many

moon the universe. Giant waves that

sense we are here in this moment.

times you have ridden the break there is

are ridden unknowingly, flowing within

There is no other.

always an improvement, a change in foot

us and without us. On the edge of our

placement, hand movement, shifting of

senses we know the waves are there,

Tai Chi reflects this energy ride or should

weight through a long glide or a rip and

surfing makes them manifest. We feel

it be riding the wave reflects Tai Chi?

tear punching out into the air.

the energy in the wave when conjoining

Not, ‘what came first?’ for its all the

with the vibration of the life force and

same ride. Energy flowing up from the

In Tai Chi the practitioner enters the

when we ride within the pulsating stream

feet following the ancient meridians

Form, a set grouping of movements

of flowing knowingness we connect.

through the waist and down the arms,

and through learning the technique,

Whether it be on one foot wind chop or

through the hands, sinking to the Dan

upright stance, broad chest, relaxed

one hundred foot of screaming monster

Tien the vast storehouse of energy just

shoulders, weighted elbows, foot

we are one with all things; a stillness in

below the belly button around which

placement, shifting the weight, allowing,

motion. Becoming Tai Chi.

the Tai Chi exponent revolves and the

relaxing, letting go the Chi flows and

Universe does to.

moving through the Form becomes

Tai Chi circles, life revolves in a circle,

effortless. And each time you come

nothing, child, knowing, adult, forgetting,

Circles traced through gentle movements

to the Form there are changes, subtle

old person full of an unheard knowledge

engender hardened steel bones the

improvements that develop the flow of

then death, nothing or maybe a return to

sinews and muscles strung together

Chi, initially inches then hundreds of an

that time before the womb. The energy

with no tension, the breath slow, in

inch, thousandths and on and on, always

of the wave revolves endlessly until it

tune with the movement melded together

learning, a never ending journey

feels the disturbance of the shallows

like silk drawn from the cocoon,

of discovery.

of the sea bottom, then it breaks and

no breaks, no stopping, a moving

dissipates into whatever it touches,

meditation, an internal martial art that

never dying, like the fluttering of butterfly

nurtures and heals but can damage

wings creating the seed of the hurricane.

and kill, the Masters only allowing the

Andrew has been practising Tai Chi for

true knowledge to a few.

a number of years and has attended

The hand on the face of the wave feeling

Part two in the next issue.

several Tai Chi Nation Courses over the

the vibrations within, the shifting of

The surfer paddles into the wave feels

years. He lives in Shoreham by The

weight from front foot to back and to

the board sliding jumps up and enters

Sea in Essex.
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The Why? of the Sword: A brief look at Tai Chi Jian - by Joe Salmon
In traditional Chinese martial arts

flavoursome. For example “Parry in

mastery of the Jian or straight sword

left bow stance” is also known as

was considered the zenith, as illustrated

“Wind flicks the dust”, “Turn the body

by this ancient Chinese saying:

and draw the sword” is “Wind curls
the Lotus leaves.”

“100 days for a hand form, 1000
days for the Spear, 10,000 days for

An additional benefit of the sword form

the Sword.”

is that it can strengthen the upper
body and improve the focus in balance

The Jian, also known as the double

postures. Tai Chi swords are reasonably

edged sword or the gentleman’s’ sword.

light and regular practice will soon

It held status and is the foremost of

strengthen the body in that gentle tai

the four traditional Tai Chi weapons.

chi way.

The exact origins of Tai Chi sword are

Joe Salmon is a director of Tai Chi

obscure, but are generally connected

The practice of the Jian helps focus

Nation and full-time instructor

to the art of Wudang sword with which

and calm the mind like a hand form.

since 2006, having meditated

it shares many similarities. In ancient

It strengthens the body, improves the

since childhood and started tai chi

Taoist mythology the sword was a

balance and the co-ordination, in terms

sacred item whose uses included

of Chinese medicine it circulates,

contacting spirits, divining the future

strengthens, extends and focuses the Qi.

in 1995.
He has trained with Iain Harris
and currently studies with
Matthew Rochford and Luke

and controlling the weather. It is safe to
say that the Jian holds a unique place in

I have been practicing Tai Chi Jian for

Chinese culture!

more than ten years. For me there
is a grace and beauty in the flowing

Shepherd furthering

Those new to the Jian are often

movements of the Jian forms, a profound

his understanding through the

surprised by the subtlety of the art;

stillness and focus as I move body, mind

Patrick Kelly lineage.

this is not the hack and slash of a

and sword together.

Hollywood battlefield, but a series

I have always been fascinated by sword

of movements encompassing all the

play: I have fenced foil and sabre,

principles of Tai Chi.

re-enacted medieval battles and spar

Joe loves the martial aspects of
Tai Chi, but as a teacher he enjoys
bringing the benefits of Tai Chi
and Qigong to as many people
as possible.

regularly with long sword at a medieval
Everything we would expect is here,

martial arts club. I am developing my

with the challenge of new postures

practice of Tai chi broadsword but I

and positions. All the principles of Tai

find something unique and joyful in the

chi apply every time we move – the

practice of Tai Chi Jian.

Based in Exeter, Joe currently

movement must be soft, relaxed and

teaches weekly classes for

connected, coming from the centre,

Still that’s just me, but I will be running

the NHS, the WI, Pinewood

there is exactitude in posture, timing

courses on the Jian over the next year

and focus. That focus extends not only

so why don’t you come and see how it

through our body, but through the

works for you?

Residential Homes and a class
for children at the Exeter
Steiner School.
Joe is a parent, a qualified

fingers into the sword and out into the
world. We aim to use Yi (Intention)
when we move the sword, not Li
(physical strength or muscular force).

workplace trainer, a director of
Paperchain SW Ltd and a keen

Many of the moves in the forms have

environmentalist. He has a keen

both modern names, which help to

interest in European Historical
Martial Arts.

standardise the practice and traditional

“a profound stillness
and focus as I move
body, mind and
sword together”.

names which are more cryptic and
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“Tai Chi as a philosophical concept existed long before Tai Chi as a practice. Only in the last one or two
hundred years was the name Tai Chi given to this system of practice. The general meaning of the Yin Yang
symbol, put simply, is the intelligent interaction of opposing forces, rather than the unintelligent meeting
and conflict between opposing forces. Speaking more specifically, it can apply to two people - the intelligent
interaction between the two people. It can apply more generally in society to the large social pressure of groups
or even cosmologically to the interaction of universes. It can also apply more particularly inside yourself, to
two types of otherwise conflicting forces. For example, the emotions and the intellect or the body’s urges and
the mind’s wishes. It might also apply to the struggle between external forces that drive a person connected to
their outer life and the internal ones connected with inner evolution, enlightenment or immortality.”

Patrick Kelly

Meet the Instructor - by Paul Crawte
How long have you been practising

benefits from the Tai Chi a real bonus!

awareness and alignment, perhaps when

Tai Chi?

I misquote a Zen saying when students

sat at work; and look for opportunities of

Overall I have about 15 years experience

ask how long they should practise ...

receiving, yielding and issuing... mostly

of teaching Tai-Chi for health & wellbeing,

“20 minutes a day is good. Unless you

in retrospect when I think of how I could

with my practice starting about 3 years

are too busy for 20 minutes practise –

have handled a situation differently!

before that. I began assisting beginners

in which case you should practise an

in the Tai-Chi class of a kung-fu school.

hour a day”.

Do you have any personal goals with
Tai Chi?

I would have occasional informal
contact with people and help them with

In your experience, how does the

I hope to develop my practice throughout

their practice. I’ve been working as an

practise of Tai Chi integrate into

my life, perhaps learn a few more forms,

instructor qualified with Tai-Chi Nation for

daily life?

such as the Jian and the fan, to a level

about a year.

The form is not our Tai Chi, it is simply

where sharing them with others is

one way to practise and explore our

appropriate. I’m running a Tai Chi event

What is the most important aspect of

Tai Chi. As I go about my daily life I

in a woodland in June and hope this

Tai Chi to you?

look for a kind of “every day Tai Chi” in

can expand. I also teach self-protection,

As time has progressed through my

movement and thought. I’m a long way

particularly to young people and hope

‘stop – start’ martial arts career I have

of being fully aware of this throughout

to introduce Tai Chi practice to others

found Tai Chi to be the best thing for

my mundane life, but look for integration

through that.

relaxation and gentle focus. Taking time

of movement and stance, perhaps while

to practise is, in itself, rewarding. The

in a queue; integration with internal

Paul Crawte is a qualified

Aid instructor. The health and

instructor with Tai Chi Nation

well-being aspects of Tai Chi and

and runs weekly Tai Chi classes

QiGong are what interest him

in North Hampshire, under the

most. Paul has recently qualified

name “Every Day Tai Chi”. He

as a seated acupressure masseuse

has a martial arts background

and is hoping to qualify as a

firmly focused in Taekwondo, in

Personal Fitness Trainer and

addition teaching self protection

offer Tai Chi and QiGong to help

principles and applications.

promote positive mental health.

Paul is also a Mental Health First
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Events and News
Pop Up Cinema, 2nd May, Dartington
“Wisdom Of Change - Richard
Wilhelm and the I-Ching”, £6. 7pm
See: taichination.com/latest.php
Tai Chi Picnic, August 25th,
Dartington Hall Gardens, 11am to
3pm, FREE. Workshops, bring a
picnic and enter the charity raffle.
See: taichination.com/latest.php
Instructor Training begins 20th
April (still time to join!) with the
Qigong Module. It’s a four Module
professional training that covers
Qigong and Tai Chi. Open to those
with a minimum of 18months/2 years
experience. Call us on 01803 864 160
for further information.

Upcoming workshops
All at Dartington Hall, Totnes, Devon.
Please book via the website or call us for more information.

EMBRACE THE MOON - THE ART OF THE SWORD
13th - 14th July 2013
Joe will be teaching both the 16 and 32 Sword Forms, plus the underlying principles
of the art, special warm ups, basic sword strokes and techniques. Wooden practice
swords provided.
Level: Beginner to Intermediate from any style.
Teacher: Joe Salmon
Covering: Tai Chi Jian (Sword) 16 and 32 Posture Forms.
Venue: Studio Six, Dartington Space, Devon.
Cost: Whole weekend: £90 | Saturday: £45 | Sunday: £45 | Half Day: £23

EMBRACE TIGER RETURN TO MOUNTAIN - AN INTRODUCTION
TO INTERNAL TAI CHI
12th - 13th October 2013

i-Chi Update our online course for
learning the 37 Short Form and 5
Loosening Exercises is developing
well and level 2 will be ready very
soon. More info at thisisichi.com
Congratulations To all the recent ITC
graduates: Paul Crawte, Ken Mihill,
Dennis Smith, Jim Kerr, Jeff Sharp,
Martin Holding, Dave Boice, Lynne
Curtis King, Sam Forder, Mike Potter
and Alex Gallifent.

Finding an authentic method for understanding ourselves and the deeper aspects
of Tai Chi is quite a rare thing. We will be exploring Tai Chi through the internally
focussed methods from the Cheng Man Ching, Master Huang, Patrick Kelly lineage.
Through the 5 Loosening Exercises, the Short Form and Push Hands it is possible to
begin to glimpse the subtleties and huge benefits of this unique system.
This weekend will work as an ideal primer for Luke’s course in November or for
anyone interested in finding ways to make their Tai Chi more fulfilling and focussed.
Level: Improver to Intermediate from any style.
Teacher: Matthew Rochford
Covering: 5 Loosening Exercises, 37 Move Short Form, Partner Work, Push Hands,
Refinement, Integration
Venue: Studios One and Six, Dartington Space, Devon.
Cost: Whole weekend: £60 | Saturday: £45 | Sunday (1/2 day): £23

TAI CHI NATION

RELAX, SINK, EMPTY - USING INTENTION IN TAI CHI
8th - 10th November 2013

Room DS026

Luke has been training Taiji for over 30 years and is a student of Patrick Kelly.

Dartington Space

He offers a far reaching insight into the inner workings, creating an inspiring yet

Dartington Hall

challenging opportunity to refine your training. Further info on the TCN website

Totnes, Devon TQ9 6EN

Level: Intermediate to advanced from any style.
Teacher: Luke Shepherd

Phone: 01803 864 160

Covering: 5 Loosening Exercises, 37 Short Form, Partner Work, Push

Mobile: 07717 172 691

Hands, Refinement.

www.taichination.com
www.thisisichi.com

Venue: Studio 6, Dartington Space.
Cost: Whole weekend: £100 | Friday eve: £15 | Saturday: £45 | Sunday: £45

(i-Chi free online taster course)

Additional dates: Workshop with Luke In June, Beginners syllabus workshop with

Search for us on Facebook, Twitter

Matt and Joe 14th -15th September.

and YouTube

Instructor Conference is 28th/29th September at Dartington.
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